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                                                  Empower STEM in Educational Platforms by integrating MathType.
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                                                  Integrate our leading math editor into content editors.
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                                                  Create professional quality equations on the premier XML authoring tools.
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                    Discover the leading formula editor and equation writer
MathType is the leading formula editor and equation writer used by K-12 and university STEM students and faculty worldwide. Discover why millions of them use it everyday! 
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                                Easy to use

                            Write equations with an interface that provides a user-friendly experience from day one; forget about having to learn LaTeX to write math on a computer.
It does not matter if you are a beginner or an advanced user, MathType is for everyone and adapts to your personal style of writing math, so you can focus on your projects at hand.
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                                AI Powered - Handwriting tool

                            Working on a touch device?
No worries, MathType will convert your handwritten formula into a clean digital equation ready to be used in your documents.
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                                ChemType

                            Edit chemistry formulas with a personalized tool bar
Unlock a personalized toolbar equipped with specialized chemistry buttons tailored for editing inorganic chemistry formulas.
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                                Accessibility

                            MathType is compliant with accessibility requirements to create software accessible to people with disabilities.
Readable content by third-party assistive technologies or content functionality operables through keyboard are requirements that MathType follows from WCAG (Web Content Accessibility Guidelines) 2.0 guidelines developed by W3C.
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                                Professional

                            MathType is an online equation editor that provides perfect quality math formulas. 
No matter which environment you are using it in, your documents will always look professional and of a high quality.
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                                Customizable

                            Define how the equations are displayed
Its formatting options allow you to define the style settings required for your documents and configure how equation elements are displayed.
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                                Smooth integration

                            Integrate MathType with any platform
Easily integrate MathType with the platform and technology that suits you best: LMS, HTML, XML and CMS editors.
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